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Half-Term Arduino Project 

You have been studying programming of an Arduino board to control other hardware such as LED, 

Switches and later you will control motors. 

With the basic knowledge you have gained so far it is possibly for you to write a program that will 

control a single set of traffic lights (LEDs) together with a push button switch for Pedestrian Lights 

(LEDs).  After writing a program and testing it on an Arduino board you will construct the traffic 

lights from various materials.  This project uses a number of skills from Programming to mechanical 

and electronic engineering.   Have Fun! 

Before you start you need to understand a couple of things: 

1. The logic of programming and understanding program flow, that is the way the program 

operates.  When you programmed using a Scratch type interface you knew you had to have 

a control block and all your code was then in individual block starting with a control 

command. 

Programming in C the language used on the Arduino Board is structured in a similar way.  

The basics of this you have already covered.  You now need to understand the logic flow of a 

program.  Normally in the working world of computers systems and programming you would 

draw what is known as a flow-chart but to do this there is a steep learning curve which 

would be boring so we are going to try a different and have been doing so in all our 

programs, and that is to use Pseudo code, The English like interpretation of the program. 

The details you need are a bit further down under the heading of TRAFFIC LIGHT PSEUDO 

CODE. 

2. The next thing you need to know to help you with your program is how the arduino board is 

going to be connected to the LEDs and Switch which will simulate your Traffic Lights. 

To see how this is done there is a schematic circuit diagram below. 
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TRAFFIC LIGHT PSEUDO CODE 

Call your Program: TrffcLght_cw_PdnLght 
 
In accordance with the diagram above the ARDUINO BOARD is connected as follows: 
 pin 8 to green led+; pin 12 to Red Led+; pin 10 to Amber Led+;  
 pin 6 to PRED LED+; pin 4 to PGREEN LED+ 
  Pin 2 to Switch as separate circuit see diagram in Program spec for button. 
 
This program is designed to: Control stand alone Traffic lights and pedestrian light which are 
operated by a push button to signal a pedestrian waiting to cross. 
 
Most of the programs you will write will have a number of GLOBAL VARIABLES in this program it is 
suggested that they are defined for the LEDs used as Integers (Whole Numbers) as follows: 
 Which pin is the Green LED connected to: int green = 8; 
 Which pin is the Red LED connected to: int red = 12; 
 Which pin is the Amber LED connected to: int amber = 10; 
 Which pin is the Pedestrian Red LED connected to: int Pred = 6; 
 Which pin is the Pedestrian Green LED connected to: int Pgreen = 4; 
 You will need a counter variable for repeating loops: int count = 0; 
 
 
You will also need an integer variable for the Input caused by the Push Button when a pedestrian 
wants to cross, something like the following is suggested: 
 Tell the program which pin the button is connected to: int PushButton = 2; 
 
There are also some counter or variables to hold varying values needed such as those suggested 
below: 
  This variable holds the value of the Pedestrian Button ‘state’, i.e is it on or off, which is zero or 

one:  int PedState = 0; 
 
 This variable is used to hold the value and adds 1 each time button is pressed. 
   int PB = 0;   
 
There are some values that do not change but it is useful to set them up as constant variables: 
 How long the Green or Red LED stay on for: const int maxlight = 2000; 
 How long the Amber and Red & Amber LED stay on for: const int minlight = 1000; 
 How long the Pedestrian Green LED stay on for: const int PedX = 5000; 
 
Rember FUCNTION PROTOTYPES are where we tell the program about the blocks of code we are 
going to use throughout the program.  Some may be called and run several times some may only be 
called under certain circumstances (e.g. when a button is pressed) or possibly only once or twice in 
the program.   
 
As we did in our SCRATCH program use different blocks for each State or condition of the traffic 
lights e.g. a Red LED block where only the Red LED is on and all other are off. 
A block of code that has green & amber LEDs off and Red On: void RedLight (void); 
A block of code that turns the Green LED on and other Off: void GreenLight (void); 
A block of code showing LEDs that means get ready to go: void RedAmber (void); 
A block of code showing LEDs that means stop if safe: void AmberLight (void); 
Passes control to the function for Pedestrian Lights on or off  void PedestrianCross (void);  
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Now in your SETUP block you must tell the program what pins are used for output and what pins are 
used for input.  You can also include other commands that you need to setup your program but 
remember this code is only run once when you start the program. 
To define a pin as an output – that is sending a message or more accurately 5volts to it you use the 
syntax:   pinMode(green, OUTPUT); 
I am sure you can work out what you need for red, amber, Pgreen and Pred pins. 
 
For a pin that is used to receive a message to the Arduino Board you use input, remember the some 
command are Capital letters others just start with a Capital: pinMode(PushButton, INPUT); 
 
 
As has been mentioned above, you can add other commands that only need to be run once and in 
the case it is suggested that you make sure that the Pedestrian LEDs are set with the RED LED on and 
the GREEN LED off.  Also it is worthwhile to set the RED traffic light to on.  Remember the syntax for 
switch LED on or off is to set them as HIGH or LOW:   digitalWrite(Pred, HIGH); 
Don’t forget the Pgreen and red LEDs. 
 
Now on to the MAIN LOOP where you put all the code that is repeated.  Here we are going to make 
it a little more difficult to start with by not giving all the code you need just what has to be done. 
 
The first thing we need to do is to see if anyone has pressed the Pedestrian button.  Earlier on we set 
up a variable called PB which we set to zero, if at any time the button is pressed we add one to the 
value, so first we need to see if the PB variable is ‘equal two’ ZERO. NO there is no mistake with the 
spelling of ‘two’, yes it should be ‘to’ but we set up a memory hook to remember how we compare 
two values.  If you just write x=2 you are really saying x become 2, but if want to check to see if x is 
equal to 2 then you type x==2, use two equal signs. 
 
So we start with an ‘if’ statement to check that PB is still zero. 
 If it is still equal to zero then we if(PB==0){ 
  Run the RedAmber function; RedAmber(); 
  Run the GreenLight function; 
  Run the AmberLight function; 
  Run the RedLight function; 
 Don’t forget the closing curly bracket } 
 
If the value of PB has changed then we need to do something  
 ELSE 
What do we need to do?  Go to the pedestrian function and reset the value of any variable that has 
changed like PedState and PB. 
  Run the PedestrianCross function;  PedestrianCross(); 
  Set PedState to zero;  PedState = 0; 
  Set PB variable to zero;  PB = 0; 
And that is all there is to it, now just make sure all your curly brackets {} match and write the rest of 
the code. 
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OK, now you need to write the function which you have declared further up under Function 
Prototypes.  These go after the closing ‘}’ of the main loop. 
 
The functions that light the individual traffic light sequence are all very similar and I am sure you can 
work out what is needed once you understand what should go in to say the GreenLight function. 
 
The first thing we need to do is to tell the program that the following code is part of the GreenLIght 
function, so we use the same code as we did in the prototypes but this time instead of ending with a 
semi-colon we use and opening curly bracket i.e. { void GreenLight(void){ 
 
When you type the opening curly bracket ({) the closing bracket (}) will be created on a line or two 
down.  All your code for this function must be typed between these two brackets. 
 
After the heading has been typed it is time to declare any variables that you might need specific to 
the function you writing for example any look counters: int LoopCounter = 0; 
 
It is recommended that you use a loop counter here, this will allow you to execute the code a 
number of times.  The reason for this is that whilst you want your TLights to stay green you also 
want to catch the signal if anyone presses the Cross button, so we will loop this section of code the 
number of seconds we want the green light to stay on for but have a delay of 1 millisecond at the 
end of the loop.  If you now repeat (or iterate) your loop 5000 time it will take 5000 milliseconds 
which is equal to 5 seconds (a little bit more actually as it take some to execute the code). 
 
It is suggested you use a ‘for’ loop for this.  The syntax of the for loop is quite simple, it start with a 
counter variable set to a value, usually 0.  You then have the exit value, that is a alue the counter 
must reach or condition to be met before the loop exits.  And of course will need to add one to the 
counter and for this we use the ‘C’ increment operator which is variablename ++; 
 
Example of ‘for’ loop                          for (LoopCounter = 0; LoopCounter < maxlight; LoopCounter ++){ 
  
OK, nearly there, you just need to tell the Arduino board which LEDs are and which LEDs are off, the 
check to see if the button is pressed. E.g. writing to the board     digitalWrite(green, HIGH); 
 
Do this for all the LEDs on the Traffic lights and then add the delay: delay(1); 
 
You are now at the point in your program where you need to check to see if the Pedestrian button 
has been pressed, this could have been done before the delay statement, however, it has been put 
after the delay to separate from the usual code. 
 
To test the if the button has been pressed is to assign the ‘on’ value to the variable used to hold the 
state of the button:     PedState = digitalRead(PushButton);  
  
Once last thing to do before you can compile and run the program.  As the value of the button is 
tested in each function it will only change at the end of each function and therefore like to return to 
‘not pressed’.  To overcome this,  each time the button is pressed we add 1 to a variable which 
started out as zero and only reset to zero after the pedestrian traffic light function is complete.  To 
carry out the test and to add to the button variable we need an ‘if’ statement that when test as 
being true adds to the variable:    if (PedState > 0){ 
Now add 1 to the variable if the condition is true:       PB++;       
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You have now completed the GreenLIght function so make sure you close it with a curly bracket } 
and that all brackets match.  You can now do the same for the other functions you have declared – 
they are all very similar so we will now look at the PedestrianCross function that turns on the green 
light to cross. 
 
The first thing of course is the function header or name which was declared at the beginning as we 
have done for all the other functions: void PedestrianCross (void){ 
 
OK, now simply think what would happen when the button has been pressed and the Traffic Lights 
go red. 
 
First we would want the Red Pedestrian LED to switch off:        digitalWrite(Pred, LOW); 
Next we would want the Green Pedestrian LED to switch-on, this time you write the code. 
At this point we need to keep the Pedestrian LEDs Red off, green on for a set amount of time, 
remember we set a variable to hold the value of how long the Pedestrian stay on for, so you need a 
‘delay’ statement here. Again we let you do the code 
Now change the LEDs back to Pedestrian green to off Ok you know the code 
Now change the LEDs back to Pedestrian red to on Ok you know the code 
And finally a delay statement of 1 second (1000) before control is handed back to the main loop.  
This keeps the red traffic light on for a second after the change you do the code 
 
If you have any questions don’t be afraid to ask. 
 
When you have read all this you could try typing the code in to a wordprocessor and save it to a USB 
Pen to copy into the Arduino IDE. 


